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ABSTRACT

The real-time determination of hydro-alcoholic concentration in alcohol distillation plants is a primordial condition in order to preserve the quality and reduce production losses. Presented research proposes a Fresnel reflectometric optical fiber sensor for the determination of hydro-alcoholic concentration in liquids. The intensity of reflected light and the sample temperature are continuously measured and processed by a fast algorithm. Calibration curves were prepared for a range from 0 to 100% of water in alcohol (ethanol) and adjusted to second order polynomials. According to functional tests, sensor provides maximal error of 1.3 % for concentration values and proportionates practically real-time analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of sugar cane-based ethanol as an alternative fuel for automotive engines in Brazil, the production scale in sugar agro industry has increased substantially. Today, Brazil presents the largest worldwide production of sugar cane-based ethanol, for direct use in converted automotive engines (aqueous ethanol) or to be added to gasoline as a fuel enhancer (anhydrous ethanol) [1]. The alcohol production process in distillation plants is characterized by sequential procedures, starting from the fermentation of sugar cane followed by continuous distillation stages. During the accomplishment of each stage, the hydro-alcoholic concentration of product must be periodically monitored and compared to the standardized conditions, in order to keep the process control and preserve the quality of the alcohol [2]. However, laboratorial techniques for the determination of concentration, such as the chromatography [3] and infrared spectroscopy [4] methods, does not allow the real-time monitoring of the product, demanding a long time of laboratorial analysis in order to achieve an accurate result. Thus, in most of the cases, the hydro-alcoholic concentration is not instantaneously available to feedback the distillation plant, delaying the whole process and causing in gigantic losses to the alcohol production [5].

Nowadays, a large variety of optical fiber sensors for the determination of concentrations in liquid mixtures was proposed, since the concentration is correlated to the refractive index and temperature of the sample [6], as can be observed on Long Period Grating fiber sensors [7], near infrared miniaturized spectroscopic sensors [8], and reflectometric sensors [9]. However, in spite of the high accuracy, most of these technologies demands the use of expensive equipments, complicated operational procedures and long time-consuming data analysis, not allowing real time results.

Concerning these problems, presented research reports the developments of an optical fiber sensor based on the Fresnel reflectometry principle [10], for the determination of hydro-alcoholic concentration in liquids. The proposed technology is constituted by no expensive optoelectronical components and uses a fast algorithm to the measured data interpretation, allowing a practically real-time analysis of water-ethanol mixtures.

2. METHODOLOGY

The optoelectronic system is provided by closed loop controlled laser sources (1310 nm and 1550 nm), fiber couplers and InGaAs photodetectors (Figure 1). The extremity of a single-mode fiber for telecommunication ($n_0 \approx 1.46$) actuates...
as the sensing probe and is immersed in the sample, allowing remote measurements. The lightwave emitted by the laser is propagated from the source to the sensing probe. Since the fiber tip is immersed in the liquid fuel, according to the Fresnel principle, part of the propagated light is reflected on the fiber-fuel interface, in such manner that the intensity of returned light is function of refractive indexes of the fiber and the liquid mixture [11]. Thus, the reflected amount is converted to electrical signal by the photodetector, and then evaluated by a data acquisition and processing unit. In order to correct the variations on the refractive index of the fuels caused by temperature changes, an additional temperature measuring system was implemented, by placing a thermistor directly on the liquid. The detected temperature signal is also delivered to the data processing unit, allowing the instantaneous correlation between the variables.

For the determination of calibration curves, several samples of water-alcohol solutions were prepared by using anhydrous ethanol and distilled water, covering a range from 0 % to 100 % of water in hydro-alcoholic concentration, with an increment step of 1 %. The measurements were conducted by using a sampling rate of 1000 hertz and performed during 100 seconds for both wavelengths of laser sources. The solutions were also submitted to temperatures from 10 °C to 50 °C during the measurements, in order to generate calibration functions for different operational conditions. All the collected data were post processed and adjusted by curve fitting. The study of fitting parameters revealed that the second order polynomial provides a good balance between precision and computational processing time. The calibration functions are expressed as

\[
I_{1310} = f_{1310}(T) * C_{1310}^2 + g_{1310}(T) * C_{1310} + h_{1310}(T) \tag{1}
\]

\[
I_{1550} = f_{1550}(T) * C_{1550}^2 + g_{1550}(T) * C_{1550} + h_{1550}(T) \tag{2}
\]

where \( I \) is the reflected intensity for each wavelength, \( C \) is the water concentration in hydro-alcoholic solutions, \( T \) is the temperature and \( f, g \) and \( h \) are coefficients defined by third order polynomial functions of the temperature.

Considering an input array of measured reflected intensities and temperatures, the corresponding hydro-alcoholic concentration can be determined by finding roots for the calibration functions. It is observed that each function outputs two different concentration values, so the correct value can be determined by verifying the coherence of each result. For example, values out of the range from 0% to 100% are automatically discarded, as well as complex numbers. In these cases, the analyzed liquid might not be a hydro-alcoholic solution, or it probably occurs an operational error during the measurements, because the input intensity value does not fit to the calibration functions. On the other hand, in case of valid values, the correct concentration is determined by the root value that best matches for both wavelengths. Moreover, in order to avoid fluctuations on the reflected intensity values, which could lead to erroneous concentrations, the optical

![Figure 1. Schematic of the optical fiber sensor.](image-url)
The fiber sensor performs the continuous measurement and processing of input data and the correction of the output value by statistics.

The accuracy of presented methodology was evaluated by calculating the difference between the nominal hydro-alcoholic concentration of the sample and the value output by the system, based on the analysis of different hydro-alcoholic solutions, by using the same sampling rate but carrying out the measurements during 10 seconds, in an environment with controlled temperature.

3. RESULTS

The calibration curves for 1310 nm and 1550 nm are illustrated in Figure 2. As expected, it was observed a non-linear behavior of the functions, as observed on theoretical curves of refractive index for water-ethanol solutions [12]. In case of the sample temperature, it can be concluded that the effect of this variable is very significant to the sensor response, since the reflected intensity increases for higher temperature values. Comparing the results for each wavelength, it was observed that the concentration value that corresponds to the minimum intensity is different for 1310 nm and 1550 nm. This effect can be attributed to the influence of the wavelength on the refractive index. Moreover, due to the higher responsivity of photodetector for 1550 nm, the reflected intensities for this wavelength were higher than the measured one for 1330 nm. In spite of the small fluctuations on the data acquired from the photodiodes, the collected data fitted successfully to the second order polynomials, granting the validity of calibration curves.

![Figure 2. Calibration curves of reflected intensity response for (a) 1310 nm and (b) 1550 nm.](image)

The calibration functions were loaded on the processing unit and applied to the optical fiber sensor. The functional test revealed that the system accuracy varies according to the concentration range of measured solution and the sample temperature. The highest errors occurred for hydro-alcoholic concentrations correspondent to intensity values near to the lowest reflected intensity, because of the perceptible decreasing on the curves inclinations. The same behavior can be observed for higher temperature values, since the increase of this parameter also reduces the inclination for whole reflected intensity curve. Moreover, the velocity of sensor response is also affected by the operational conditions. For some cases, the algorithm rapidly converged to the correct concentration value, as for other cases, the output oscillated around values near to the nominal concentration. However, in all cases, the sensor response matched to the coherent value before 4 seconds, providing practically real-time measurements. Variations of ± 1.3 % in hydro-alcoholic concentration were observed in the concentration range from 10% to 30% and ± 0.7 % out of this region. Otherwise, the accuracy of the sensor can be enhanced by increasing the number of acquired samples.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The presented methodology for the determination of concentration of hydro-alcoholic mixtures proportionate...
accurate results, allowing the real-time measurement of samples. The calibration functions provided a maximal error of 1.3 % for the concentration values, but this result can be enhanced by improving the calibration functions by using smaller increments of concentration, for example. Another way to increase the sensor sensitivity would consist on replacing the ordinary optical fiber (n_D ≈ 1.46) by a fiber with higher refractive index (n_D ≥ 1.5), since according to the Fresnel principle, the reflected intensity is function of the fiber index, besides the liquid mixture. Therefore, increasing the difference of refractive indexes results on a higher intensity value, improving the optical system output. The optical fiber sensor presents an attractive alternative to be implemented on alcohol distillation plants, providing real-time response to the control of production, and eliminating most of the losses on the industrial process.
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